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Across
2. there is a possibility it will happen 

(______ it will rain today)

3. Mrs.Audi wears a bun _____ ___.

7. when you document something on 

paper, you _____ it

8. Buns are Mrs.Audi's ________ 

look.

11. shows that somthing (BEGNNING 

IN A VOWEL) is singular

14. the opposite of effect

16. what the bachlor says ( will you 

______ this rose?)

18. "that evil person is ____ nice"

19. something that you have 

knowledge of

20. when string is tied together

23. ___________ loves the school's 

desserts.

26. _______ ___ of the desserts are 

gone by the end of the day.

27. when it owns somthing

28. when you are not wrong, you are 

_____

Down
1. the contraction of they and are

4. shows that something (NOT 

BEGINNING IN A VOWEL) is singular

5. ________ can carry a weapon in 

the USA.

6. the action of watching something ( 

have you ever ____ terminator)

9. ______ ___ of the people could be 

a terrorist.

10. when they own somthing

12. the possibility of there being 

something ( Their ____ ____ doughnuts 

at the meeting today.)

13. a contraction of it and is

15. many people ( ______ students 

think that alot is a word, but they are 

wrong.)

17. a place that you can point to that is 

not where you are

21. a small part of a drama

22. the reason that somthing happens 

(sally cried, __________ she felt sad.)

24. to do everything but one ( i love all 

ice cream _____ pistachio.)

25. the opposite of yes


